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COMMENTS
LIMITS ON SPEECH AND MENTAL SLAVERY:
A THIRTEENTH AMENDMENT DEFENSE AGAINST
SPEECH CODES
No argument, we may suppose, can now be needed against
permitting a legislature or an executive, not identified in
interest with the people, to prescribe opinions to them, and
to determine what doctrines or what arguments they shall
be allowed to hear .... If all mankind minus one were of
one opinion, and only one person were of contrary opinion,
mankind would be no more justified in silencing that one
person, than he... would be justified in silencing
mankind.
JOHN STUART MILL
1
I. INTRODUCTION
Within the last several years, an active debate has developed
over the validity of laws which are designed to forbid the use of
offensive speech.2 A growing number of scholars and commenta-
I. John Stuart Mill, On Liberty, reprinted in THE ENGLISH PHILOSOPHERS FROM
BACON TO MILL 961 (1939).
2. Throughout this Comment, I use the term "offensive speech" to refer to all forms
of bigoted speech. "Speech codes" refers to any laws that would forbid the use of offen-
sive speech. The closest examples of legislation enacted to limit offensive speech are the
various regulations passed on college campuses. For examples of such codes, see Charles
R. Lawrence III, If He Hollers Let Him Go: Regulating Racist Speech on Campus, 1990
DUKE LJ. 431. To appreciate how widespread the enactment of speech codes has been on
college campuses, see Silva v. University of New Hampshire, 1994 WL 504417, *22
(D.W.H.) (listing numerous articles from newspapers across the country which discuss the
enactment of speech codes at many different universities). The enactment of these codes
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tors have recently sought noninstrumental3 methods to limit offen-
sive speech. This is a decided shift from previous strategies seek-
ing to limit offensive speech on the basis of existing limiting doc-
trines such as fighting words and group defamation.4 The emerging
trend argues that offensive speech is not protected by the First
Amendment if it violates the Thirteenth,' Fourteenth,6 or First
Amendment7 rights of the listener. Therefore, the emphasis of the
debate has shifted from the rights of the speaker to the rights of
the offended group. This matches the direction that constitutional
jurisprudence has taken since Brown v. Board of Education;' a
trend in which both sides of any issue claim that their inherent
rights have been transgressed by the opposing party. It also follows
another recent trend of placing the ostensible values of the commu-
nity above individual rights.9
This new rights-based approach to constitutional law has creat-
ed an impassioned debate over the value of allowing offensive
and the ensuing litigation over their constitutionality has created and shaped the debate
over the desirability of expanding speech codes to the general populace.
3. Noninstrumental theory conceives of inherent, inviolable rights which may be in-
fringed only if trumped by some other absolute right. Instrumentalism is a utilitarian bal-
ance granting no absolute rights. Rights may be infringed if the cost of exercising those
rights exceeds the benefits that can be derived by the majority of the population.
4. "Fighting words" and "group defamation" are terms of art for doctrines which
allow official limits on speech.
5. "Neither slavery nor involuntary servitude .... .shall exist within the United
States, or any place subject to their jurisdiction." U.S. CONST. amend. XIII, § 1. See
Akhil Reed Amar, The Case of the Missing Amendments: R.A.V. v. City of St. Paul, 106
HARV. L. REV. 124, 155-60 (1992) (claiming that racist speech is a "badge of slavery"
and should be regulated under the Thirteenth Amendment).
6. "[Nlor shall any State deprive any person of life, liberty, or property without due
process of law; nor deny to any person within its jurisdiction the equal protection of the
laws." U.S. CONST. amend. XIV, § 1. See Nadine Strossen, Regulating Racist Speech on
Campus: A Modest Proposal?, 1990 DUKE L.J. 484, 562-69 (arguing that campus speech
codes are a violation of the First Amendment; free speech advances rather than obstructs
the goal of equality).
7. "Congress shall make no law . . . . abridging the freedom of speech .... ..
U.S. CONST. amend..I. See Alon Harel, Bigotty, Pornography, and the First Amendment:
A Theory of Unprotected Speech, 65 S. CAL. L. REV. 1887, 1907-09 (1992) (describing
the silencing theory-that groups can be intimidated into silence by hate speech and that
such speech creates a lowered societal image of the group. Consequently, the groups right
to free speech is either lost through the intimidation or through the lowered value the rest
of society places on it).
8. 347 U.S. 483 (1954).
9. Suzanna Sherry, Speaking of Virtue: A Republican Approach to University Regula-
tion of Hate Speech, 75 MINN. L. REV. 933 (1991) (discussing the recent trend by com-
mentators to view the Constitution in light of republicanism. This view places less empha-
sis on individual rights and more on responsibilities to the community).
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speech in our multi-cultural society. Three typical responses are
given to the charge that protecting offensive speech violates the
rights of the offended group. First, enacting such laws treads upon
the slippery slope of encroachments on freedom of speech. Second,
speech codes are actually the most offensive speech that can be
directed at these groups. Finally, equality is achieved through maxi-
mum, not limited, speech.
This Comment suggests that a fundamental right is infringed
whenever a governing body acquiesces to the call for limits on
offensive speech. Part II of this paper presents and analyzes vari-
ous current arguments for and against restrictions on offensive
speech. Part III presents the theory that constraints on offensive
speech" violate the Thirteenth Amendment proscription against
involuntary servitude." While the debate continues over whether
the right to free speech would be violated by the passage of speech
codes, this Comment suggests that the right to be free of involun-
tary servitude would be breached by their enactment.
II. THE CURRENT DEBATE OVER LIMITATIONS ON
OFFENSIVE SPEECH
A. A Brief Overview of the Free Speech Clause2
The free speech clause ensures the proper functioning of a
democratic society. An unfettered debate over public policy and
political views is essential for the survival of the democratic pro-
cess.'3 As seen throughout Supreme Court case law, political
speech, whether debate over political views or criticism of govern-
10. I refer to constraints beyond the traditional exceptions to free speech protection,
see infra notes 16-19 and accompanying text.
11. The rights granted in the Thirteenth Amendment are the only constitutional rights
free from both private and public interference. See Bray v. Alexandria Women's Health
Clinic, 113 S. Ct. 753, 764 (1993) (stating that the only fundamental rights free from
both private and state impingement stem from the Thirteenth Amendment-the right
against involuntary servitude and against restraints on interstate travel). Based on this,
Thirteenth Amendment objections to speech codes apply with equal weight to public laws,
codes at public universities, and codes at private universities.
12. Before discussing the arguments both for and against limits on offensive speech, I
will present some of the underlying policies of the Free Speech clause. As these policies
have been well developed by the courts and commentators, they are set out only as an
overview.
13. See Harel, supra note 7, at 1919 (discussing how political speech needs protection
so that legitimate discourse about our governance may ensue. For this to happen, all
plausible ideas must be represented).
1995]
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ment, has enjoyed the most protection of any form of speech.' 4
Threats of violence, slander, obscenity, and the like play no part in
legitimate political debate and thus are not as protected as political
speech."
The corollary of this traditional view of free speech law is that
the government may not discriminate against disfavored views.'
6
The Supreme Court has held consistently that the government may
not regulate speech in order to suppress or advance a particular
idea. 7 Further, the courts must not create exceptions to free
speech protection each time they encounter an idea that is offensive
or troublesome. 8 If an idea is to be adopted by the populace, the
idea must defeat competing views in a free exchange of ideas. 9
B. Instrumentalist Theories
One instrumentalist theory proposed by those seeking to curtail
offensive speech focuses on existing exceptions to the general ban
on government regulation of speech. 2 The exceptions most often
invoked include fighting words and group defamation.2' The un-
derlying premise of all these exceptions is that no absolute right of
free speech exists, and that speech that is more deleterious then
beneficial should be proscribed.
The key problem with applying these limiting doctrines to
offensive speech is that the current exceptions were not created
14. See R.A.V. v. City of St. Paul, 112 S. Ct. 2538 (1992) (holding unconstitutional a
city ordinance banning conduct which angers or offends on basis of race, religion, or
gender as an impermissible content-based regulation of speech); Texas v. Johnson, 491
U.S. 397 (1989) (declaring unconstitutional a state law outlawing burning of the United
States flag); New York Times v. Sullivan, 376 U.S. 254 (1964) (upholding right to criti-
cize a public official).
15. See Amar, supra note 5, at 140-41.
16. R.A.V., 112 S. Ct. at 2545; Johnson, 491 U.S. at 414.
17. See, e.g., R.A.V., 112 S. Ct. at 2545; Johnson, 491 U.S. at 414.
18. See Amar, supra note 5, at 144 (stating that ad hoc exceptions to free speech pro-
tection should not be made each time an offensive or troublesome idea comes before the
Court. With each exception, protection of speech becomes more limited, until the excep-
tions are broad enough to strip deserving speech of protection along with undeserving
speech).
19. See hiifra notes 67-72 and accompanying text.
20. Harel, supra note 7, at 1899-900; Strossen, supra note 6, at 507-23.
21. Fighting words are defined as those words which are likely provoke an average
listener to fight and are regulable due to the state interest in preserving peace. Chaplinsky
v. New Hampshire, 315 U.S. 568, 573 (1942). Group defamation refers to false statements
of fact made without a good belief in the validity of such statements. See Strossen, supra
note 6, at 519.
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with these problems in mind.22 While some forms of offensive
speech easily fit into these exceptions, others do not fit into these
narrowly drawn, doctrines. 3 As a result, the exceptions would be
applied beyond their originally intended scope, if used to limit
offensive speech.24 While the ostensible goal of using the tradi-
tional exceptions is to stop the use of offensive speech, the expan-
sion of the limiting doctrines necessary to achieving this goal cre-
ates the strong possibility of nonracist and nonoffensive speech be-
coming subject to government regulation.' This is an unintended
danger that lurks behind all forms of regulating offensive speech.
We must ask ourselves whether it is more desirable to allow of-
fensive speech and have it defeated through a free exchange of
ideas, or to regulate offensive speech and risk having the suppres-
sion of speech that should be protected.
A second objection to using the traditional exceptions to si-
lence offensive speech is that speech which fits into the exceptions
is not completely unprotected.26 As enunciated in R.A. V.v. City of
St. Paul,27 while the government has the power to ban all forms
of speech that fall into the traditional exceptions, it may not ban
selectively.28 For example, the government may ban all forms of
defamation, but may not pass laws banning only defamation of
county sheriffs. 29 This reasoning extends to all the traditional ex-
ceptions; in short, while the government may ban all forms of
speech within these categories, it may not ban selectively based on
the offensiveness to a certain group of listeners." The danger in
selectively banning certain forms of excepted speech such as fight-
ing words, obscenity, libel, and the like is that the government co-
mes close to engaging in viewpoint discrimination.3 Selective reg-
ulation appears based more on approval or disapproval of the un-
derlying idea rather than on advancing the purposes of the excep-
22. Harel, supra note 7, at 1902.
23. Id. (stating that not all racist or pornographic speech, no matter how destructive,
fall into the traditional exceptions because not all forms of this speech pose immediate
danger, are directed at a captive audience, qualify as fighting words, or are obscene).
24. Id.
25. See Strossen, supra note 6, at 537-39 (discussing the slippery slope dangers inher-
ent in banning racist speech).
26. R.A.V. v. City of St. Paul, 112 S. Ct. 2538, 2543 (1992).
27. Id.
28. Id.
29. See Amar, supra note 5, at 128.
30. Id. (emphasis added).
31. Id.
64519951
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tion.32
A more recent instrumentalist theory advocating limits on racist
speech is the idea of abhorrent speech.33 All political speech is
protected under the First Amendment, regardless of the quality of
the particular idea expressed.' Political speech and ideas are de-
fined as those which "potentially can determine the content of po-
litical obligations."35 Since racist and offensive ideas could never
create any legitimate political obligations, expressions of those
ideas are useless to political discourse.3 6 Having no place in polit-
ical debate, abhorrent speech theoretically can be regulated without
affecting the integrity of political discourse.37
Two main objections exist to this theory. First, one of the rea-
sons that speech, especially political speech, is protected is that
correct ideas retain greater strength when they are free to expose
the fallacies of wrong-headed ideas.3" When opposition to
equality for homosexuals, women, and minorities is officially sup-
pressed, many opportunities to defend equality for all these groups
are missed. Speech that defends against these attacks presents the
case for equality in its starkest form, giving it the greatest vitality
possible. Thus, even if opportunities to express the basic arguments
of equality do not decrease, the arguments certainly lose the vitali-
ty they carry when repelling attacks. However, it can also be ar-
gued that restrictions on offensive speech are necessary in order to
advance the cause of equality. Instead of defending against base at-
32. Id. As stated above, the traditional exceptions exist in order to insure the purity of
political debate, i.e., that all views are expressed and a winner is democratically chosen.
See infra notes 67-72 and accompanying text. For an elaborate discussion of how narrow
restrictions on racist speech may possibly fit within the exceptions of fighting words, in-
tentional infliction of emotional distress, and group defamation, see Strossen, supra note 6.
at 507-20.
33. Harel, supra note 7, at 1921-30. Abhorrent speech is defined as speech "that is
morally unacceptable in ways that justify its exclusion from the scope of political dis-
course." Id. at 1889.
34. Id. at 1919 (assuring the legitimacy of ideas that survive political discourse and
will subsequently govern requires that all ideas of valid governance be expressed, regard-
less of their quality).
35. Id. at 1922. According to Harel, the purpose of political speech is to influence the
public debate over ideas by which we will agree to be governed. Sometimes we agree to
be governed by inferior ideas, but this is acceptable as long the winning idea came from
a legitimate process. Thus, in order to have legitimate political debate, every relevant idea
should be available in the public debate. Id. at 1919-21.
36. Id. at 1922.
37. Id.
38. See infra notes 72-75 and accompanying text (citing the theory of Mill as to why
liberty of speech is desirable to restrictions on speech).
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tacks, advocates of equality are free to fight forms of discrimina-
tion that are both more subtle and pervasive. a9
The most forceful objection to this theory is based on the unin-
tended consequences40 that would result from enforcement of an
abhorrent speech doctrine. 4' Two judgments must be made in or-
der to deem speech abhorrent.42 First, the "primary messages and
values" 4a of the speech must be determined. Second, it must be
decided whether these messages and values are part of the legiti-
mate composition of political debate.' Note the problems of sub-
jectivity that arise by allowing judges to decide the answers to
these questions. Many forms of blatantly offensive speech devoid
of any political content45 could be easily identified and suppressed
with no harm to the legitimacy of political debate. The problems
lie at the fringe. While it is true that no new theory gains con-
creteness until has been judicially tested,46 most new theories put
into practice are not as open-ended as this one. Given the broad
nature of the abhorrent speech test, it is a real possibility that
forms of speech that deserve protection will lose that protection. 47
Further, such a subjective test provides little predictability as to
which types of fringe speech would be protected. This lack of
stability would have an severe chilling effect on the exercise of
speech.
A final objection to the use of the abhorrent speech test is that
abhorrent speech can be, and to a large extent has been, defeated
39. See Harel, supra note 7, at 1927. As Harel notes, both the objection and its coun-
ter are powerful arguments and one may appear more valid than the other in a given
context. Thus, he rightly concludes that neither one should be given priority over the
other.
40. By unintended consequences, I refer to the abhorrent speech test suppressing speech
which should be protected as well as the lack of predictability such a test engenders.
41. Harel, supra note 7, at 1927-30; see also Alex Kozinski & Eugene Volokh, A
Penumbra Too Far, 106 HARV. L. REv. 1639 (1993) (proposing that one test of whether
legal doctrine should be used is the unintended consequences of the doctrine. For exam-
ple, is the doctrine so broad that affects areas which it should not cover?).
42. See Harel, supra note 7, at 1298.
43. Id.
44. Id.
45. As defined by Harel; supra notes 33-37 and accompanying text.
46. Harel, supra note 7. at 1929.
47. In order to apply this test a judge must first determine the primary message of the
speech and then decide whether this message plays any legitimate role in political debate.
Should a judge misinterpret the primary message of the speech or incorrectly decide that
it is not a legitimate part of political discourse, speech that is worthy of protection would
then be exposed to content-based regulation.
1995]
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by a free exchange of ideas. 48 As a society, we place the utmost
value on the uninhibited exchange of ideas. The abhorrent speech
test would most likely strip deserving speech of protection in the
name of rectifying the evils that abhorrent speech imposes. Howev-
er, abhorrent speech can be stifled through the market without
government action. Given that the problem of abhorrent speech can
be solved without depriving speech of protected status, should we
be willing to suffer the consequence of unnecessary lost protection
for legitimate political speech?
C. Noninstrumentalist Theories
The weaknesses of instrumentalist theories have undermined
their utility in providing significant support for complete prohibi-
tions of offensive speech. More recent legal theories supporting
bans on offensive speech center on a noninstrumentalist philosophy.
The main premise of such theories is that the right of free speech
is subject to government regulation only when the exercise of
speech infringes a constitutional right of the listener. The consti-
tutional rights most often cited as infringed by offensive speech are
the First Amendment right of free speech,49 the Fourteenth
Amendment guarantee of equal protection," and the Thirteenth
Amendment ban on involuntary servitude.5'
48. For example, the dwindling popularity of hate groups such as the Ku Klux Klan
and neo-Nazis help show that racist speech and action are dying based on a free ex-
change of ideas. More importantly, the passage of civil rights legislation shows that
speech advocating equality can defeat attacks by offensive speech and help change
society's attitudes toward women and minorities. See Strossen, supra note 6, at 567-69.
49. For a thorough exposition of the silencing theory, see Richard Delgado, Campus
Antiracisin Rules: Constitutional Narratives in Collision, 85 Nw. U. L. REv. 343, 385
(1991) (applying the theory to minorities); Catharine A. MacKinnon, Pornography Civil
Rights, and Speech, 20 HARV. C.R.-C.L. L. REV. 1, 63 (1985) (applying the theory to
women); see also Harel, supra note 7, at 1907-12 (critiquing the silencing theory).
50. The notion of equality rights being infringed by the speech of hate groups ties in
with the silencing argument, which also has an equality base. Thus, I will discuss equality
only in terms of the silencing argument. For thorough analysis of the equality argument
only, see Delgado, supra note 49, at 385 and Strossen, supra note 6 at 562-69.
51. See Amar, supra note 5, at 155-60. Amar discusses how the Thirteenth Amend-
ment, which affects private as well as government action, may be interpreted to ban racist
speech. He argues that racist speech places a "badge of slavery" on a captive audience
and thus violates the Thirteenth Amendment. I will not discuss this argument but instead
refer the reader to a critique of Professor Amar's analysis. See Kozinski & Volokh, supra
note 41, at 1647-56 (criticizing Amar's analysis on the grounds that even if his reading
of the Thirteenth Amendment is the most plausible, it should still be rejected for a lack
of concreteness-it's very difficult to base stable law on a metaphor such as "badge of
slavery"-and for the unintended negative consequences that would flow from Amar's
[Vol. 45:641
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1. The Silencing Theory
Some proponents of hate speech bans argue that the First
Amendment itself supports such restrictions. The basis of this argu-
ment is that the fear generated in the victims of offensive speech
creates disincentives for the victims to exercise their free speech
rights.5 2 In order to ensure that the victims' First Amendment
rights are not violated, bans on offensive speech are necessary. 3
An extension of this argument is that offensive speech causes the
silenced group to suffer a weakened image and therefore any sub-
sequent rebuttals made by the silenced group are not likely to
change the thinking of others.5 4 Proscribing offensive speech pro-
vides equality in the exercise of speech since victims of offensive
speech will no longer be intimidated into silence and will be able
to convey their views to a more receptive public.5
Several objections exist to this theory, even after putting aside
the fact that the silencing argument is a matter for empirical study.
The first problem is similar to the selective banning of certain
forms of speech that fit into the traditional exceptions to First
Amendment protection. 6 Assuming that all offensive speech does
fit within the traditional exceptions, harmful consequences result
from following the silencing theory. First, by engaging in selective
proscription of offensive speech, the government wades into con-
tent-based regulation, a clear violation of the free speech clause.
Second, targeting certain types of offensive speech may signal im-
plicit approval of offensive speech that is not banned. When all
forms of offensive speech are protected, it is impossible to ascribe
theory).
52. See Hare], supra note 7, at 1908.
53. Id. at 1909.
54. Id. at 1908.
55. Id. at 1909.
56. See supra notes 20-32 and accompanying text. Obviously, seeking to expand the
traditional exceptions to areas for which they were not intended poses grave dangers for
the exercise of free speech. Expansion of the exceptions leads to the prohibition of view-
points that may be disfavored, but are nonetheless vital to political dialogue. See infra
notes 67-72 and accompanying text (dealing with the policy behind free speech and the
market of ideas).
57. See supra notes 27-32 and accompanying text.
58. See Harel, supra note 7, at 1909-10 (claiming that restrictions on one form of ab-
horrent speech but not others implicitly signals approval of hate speech towards the un-
protected group. As an example, restrictions on heterosexual pornography could signal that
hate speech towards homosexuals is acceptable. This would intensify the any silencing ef-
fects from which homosexuals are suffering).
649
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government approval of any, just as it is when the government
protects all forms of political speech.59 Banning certain types of
offensive speech can be seen as tacit governmental approval of
offensive speech directed towards unprotected groups. The feared
consequences of the silencing effect may then become more intense
for the unprotected groups.' As a result, attempts to alleviate the
silencing effect through proscription of certain types of offensive
speech may exacerbate, rather than eliminate, silencing. To avoid
this result, all forms of offensive speech would have to be banned;
but since not all forms of offensive speech fall into less protected
categories of speech," a complete ban is impossible.62
Two stronger objections to the silencing theory exist. First,
imposing limits on speech based on a certain group's offense to
and possible silencing from such speech serves to infantilize the of-
fended group.
The basic problem with all these regimes to protect various
people is that the protection incapacitates . . . . To think
that I [as a black man] will . . . be told that white folks
have the moral character to shrug off insults, and I do
not . . . . That is the most insidious, the most insulting, the
most racist statement of all!63
The prohibition of certain types of offensive speech creates a feel-
ing of helplessness within the offended group, and also arouses
animosity in others towards the offended group.64 Such bans send
a more offensive message to offended groups than any other
speech could-a message that these groups are too weak to defend
against attacks and change attitudes through speech of their own.
Arguably, these groups are not too weak to defend themselves.
This assertion demonstrates the fallacy of the second part of the si-
lencing theory-that any messages that come from the offended
group will fall on deaf ears due to the battered image the group
59. Id. at 1909.
60. Id. at 1910.
61. See supra note 23 and accompanying text.
62. This second criticism of the silencing argument is open to the same attack as the
silencing theory itself, it is an unproved assertion in need of empirical validity. However,
the two following criticisms of the silencing theory do not require empirical testing.
63. Strossen, supra note 6, at 486 (quoting Alan Keyes in STANFORD NEWS Press Re-
lease).
64. See id. at 555-61 (stating that bans on racist speech tend to aggravate the problem
of racism).
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has received as a result of the harmful speech. The list of women,
gay, and minority scholars, commentators, and activists who have
shattered stereotypes and who have advanced public thinking on
matters of equality is both long and impressive. How successful
would such efforts have been if speech codes were in place, given
the greater reception that accompanies a censored message?65 The
fact that women and minorities have succeeded in changing atti-
tudes and behaviors about equal rights issues also helps to show
that the marketplace of ideas is truly competitive.' It is not
rigged to one side, as the silencing argument would suggest. Based
on the dangers and fallacies of the silencing theory, it should be
rejected as a rationale for limiting speech.
D. Conclusion
The arguments both for and against instrumentalist and
noninstrumentalist justifications of bans on offensive speech are
forceful. Given the rights that both sides claim, there can be no
easy resolution to this debate. However, neither the instrumentalists
nor the instrumentalist's position has presented an adequate justifi-
cation for speech codes. Further, an important right of all speakers
seems to have been overlooked in this debate: the right of every-
one to be free from involuntary servitude, a right analyzed in the
next section.
III. THIRTEENTH AMENDMENT OBJECTIONS TO BANS ON
HATE SPEECH
A. The Marketplace of Ideas and the bifluence of
Speech on Understanding
The basis of the First Amendment guarantee of free speech is
grounded in the notion that a competitive market controls the ex-
change of ideas. 7 Underpinning our democratic system is the
longstanding belief that the best way to test the validity of an idea
is to let it compete in the market against other ideas."8 The notion
65. Id. at 554 (citing psychological studies that show that censored messages tend to
become more appealing as the censored group is viewed as martyrs).
66. Id. at 566-69 (discussing the gains made by women and minorities in achieving
equality through passage of Civil Rights Acts, something that would have been impossible
had these groups been unable to persuade Congress to pass these laws).
67. See Abrams v. United States, 250 U.S. 616, 630 (1919) (Holmes, J., dissenting).
68. Id.
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of free exchange means that governmental intervention is unneces-
sary when any harm from an idea can be avoided through the
further exchange of ideas.69 In order for governing views to have
any legitimacy in our system, they must survive political debate
where all ideas of valid governance are exchanged." To insure
that all opinions are represented in political discourse, the contents
of speech may not be regulated unless the speech falls into one of
the narrowly defined exceptions to free speech."
Two main doctrinal reasons exist for granting an expansive
right of expression, especially to political beliefs.7" First, the view
rejected by the majority may in fact be correct. Suppressing discus-
sion of a correct minority view robs both present and future gener-
ations of the opportunity to exchange "error for truth."" Second,
if the majority is correct, the credibility of its idea is enhanced
when it exposes mistaken ideas.74 The enactment of speech codes
impinges on both of the fundamental reasons for allowing expan-
sive political discourse. First, it is apparent that racist ideas will
never be accepted as true by the majority of society. However,
their expression highlights the message of the majority which re-
jects such views. Further, given the broad nature of speech
codes,75 a great danger exists that speech and ideas which should
be protected will now be subject to governmental regulation. End-
ing the debate over these ideas through government fiat creates the
troubling possibility that wrong ideas will be accepted as truth with
no means to rectify the error.
The further harm that results from content-based regulation of
speech is the imprint on thinking for current and future genera-
tions. Free exchange of ideas leads to diversity of thinking and
understanding on issues.76 The benefits espoused by Mill are en-
joyed by all; those that hold minority views are free to express
69. See Whiteney v. California, 274 U.S. 357, 377 (1927) (Brandeis, J., concurring),
overruled by Brandenburg v. Ohio, 395 U.S. 444 (1969); LAWRENCE TRIBE, AMERICAN
CONSTITUTIONAL LAW 833-34 (2nd ed. 1988).
70. Id.
71. See Amar, supra note 5, at 140-41.
72. MILL, supra note 1.
73. Id.
74. Id.
75. See Strossen, supra note 6, at 537-39 (discussing the slippery slope dangers of
enacting speech codes, specifically the difficulty in determining the boundaries of such
codes).
76. See MILL, supra note 1.
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these ideas in an effort to persuade the majority, and truth is given
greater clarity and vitality by exposing freely expressed error. A
cap placed on the assertion of some ideas deprives the entire pop-
ulation of these benefits. While the silenced group may still agree
with the proscribed view, it is unable to express this belief. Future
generations lose exposure to the particular view, and eventually, no
thought is ever given the particular idea. Thinking and understand-
ing are largely controlled by speech.77 If ideas are never ex-
pressed, they are never understood.78 Since the officially sup-
pressed view is never discussed,79 and hence never understood,
only one side of the debate on that particular issue survives. The
surviving view does not win through the natural process of the
market; it is simply the product of governmental intervention. In
the end, something more insidious occurs other than deprivation of
the Millian benefits of free exchange: thought is controlled by a
regulating body rather than the competitive forces of the market.
It has been argued that government can control only actions,
not thinking.0 Almost all government action, over time, influences
public debate and action on the legislated matter.8' Further, given
the force of law that accompanies government action and the pen-
alties for violating the law, only a small percentage of the popula-
tion will act in defiance of the law.8" Thus, most conduct con-
forms to the bounds set by government. Given this conclusion,
over time fewer people will break speech codes once they are
enacted. Eventually, a point is reached where the proscribed speech
is never uttered for fear of government sanction. With the disap-
pearance of the ideas behind the forbidden speech, public thought
on the issue is limited to one side of the debate, since it is impos-
sible to understand that which is not communicated. The expansive
nature of speech codes present a great likelihood that speech wor-
thy of protection will be swallowed up with speech that may be
77. See THOMAS HOBBES, LEVIATHAN 33-40 (Michael Oakeshott ed., 1962) (discussing
the impossibility of understanding that which is not communicated).
78. Id.
79. See infra notes 81-83 and accompanying text.
80. See Sherry, supra note 9, at 935 (citing John Locke and Abraham Lincoln for the
proposition that while the government is capable of compelling behavior, it is incapable of
coercing a certain mode of thinking in rational adults).
81. See generally Robert Seidman, Justifying Legislation: A Pragmatic, Institutionalist
Appraoch to the Memorandum of Law, Legislative Theory, and Practical Reason, 29
HARV. J. ON LEGis. 1 (1992) (discussing various theories as to how legislation influences
behavior and debate and why people tend to obey laws promulgated by the legislature).
82. See id.
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arguably regulated." Inevitably, speech and thoughts worthy of
protection will vanish under these codes.
B. History of the Thirteenth Amendment and its Application
to Mental Involuntary Servitude
The Thirteenth Amendment was enacted to ensure that slavery
would never again exist in this country." The main focus of the
Amendment was to eliminate the type of slavery that existed before
and during the Civil War, but it has a scope beyond slavery. 5
The Amendment also forbids involuntary servitude, defined by the
Supreme Court as the compulsory or coerced service of one for the
benefit of another.86 It is important to note that the personal lib-
erty guaranteed by the Thirteenth Amendment is not so broad as to
allow complete freedom of over one's body and possessions. The
Amendment grants freedom from coerced use of one's body for the
benefit of another;87 it does not grant a license for one to do
whatever he or she wishes with his or her bodies.8
As described above, speech influences, and to a large part con-
trols, understanding. Bans on speech may initially influence think-
ing on a particular issue, but as proscribed view disappears from
public discourse, the bans eventually control thinking. Herein lies
the violation of the Thirteenth Amendment. When a certain idea is
defeated in the market, it may or may not disappear from public
debate. Should it vanish completely, no element of coercion exists
since the idea was simply not accepted and society found no merit
for its continued existence. When the government forbids certain
types of speech, the ideas that eventually pass away do so only be-
cause of the coercive activity of the government. The ban leads to
singular thinking on the particular topic; the government has in
reality compelled a certain viewpoint on all of society. People's
83. See supra notes 22-24, 40-47 and accompanying text.
84. See Andrew Koppelman, Forced Labor A Thirteenth Amendment Defense of Abor-
tion, 84 Nw. U. L. REv. 480, 486 (1990) (describing the history and meaning of the
Thirteenth Amendment).
85. Id.
86. Bailey v. Alabama, 219 U.S. 219, 241 (1911); see also Koppelman, supra note 84,
at 486-87 (summarizing what the Supreme Court has come to define as "involuntary
servitude").
87. See Roe v. Wade 410 U.S. 113, 154 (1973) (rejecting the proposition that a wom-
an has a right to do whatever she wishes with her body).
88. Id. (giving the example that the Thirteenth Amendment does not grant the freedom
to use one's arms to strike others, but it does grant the freedom from compelled use of
one's arms for another's benefit).
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minds are used to carry involuntarily a specific point of view for
the benefit of a group that was offended by the prohibited
speech.89 This is precisely the type of activity the Thirteenth
Amendment sought to abolish.9
Since government frequently enacts legislation that alters be-
havior and influences thinking, how do speech codes uniquely
violate the Thirteenth Amendment? Bans on speech are different
than other type of government regulation because of the unique
impact speech has on thought.9 Other types of legislation that
influence behavior and thinking still leave room for debate on the
legislated matter.92 Further, such legislation does not compel a
specific type of behavior, it merely restricts the individual from
engaging in certain conduct. The individual is free to do as they
wish, except that they may not engage in the prohibited activities.
This type of legislative activity is in accord with the Thirteenth
Amendment. The Amendment guarantees freedom from compelled
conduct, but not from restrictions that may be placed on an activi-
ty.
93
On the surface, speech codes appear to restrict, rather than
compel, conduct. However, since speech controls understanding,
banning certain types of speech will eventually result in allowing
only one side of the debate to survive. This means that society
understands only one side of the debate; essentially they are com-
pelled to think singularly on a given issue because of the govern-
ment action.' Rather than restricting conduct, the government has
involuntarily 95 compelled thought.
The ban on government coercion is extremely strong, with very
narrow exceptions. The wording of the Thirteenth Amendment does
not allow the government to coerce activity96 absent the showing
89. The offended group receives a primary benefit by no longer being subjected to of-
fensive speech. It also receives the further benefit of having its view adopted since the
opposition has been silenced.
90. See Bailey, 219 U.S. at 241 (defining involuntary servitude as "that control by
which the personal service of one man is disposed of or coerced for another's benefit").
91. HOBBES, supra note 77, at 33-40.
92. See generally Seidman, supra note 81.
93. See supra notes 87-88 and accompanying text.
94. See supra notes 77-83 and accompanying text.
95. See supra notes 88-90 and accompanying text. While thoughts may not change
initially, see note 80, the result of speech restrictions in succeeding generations is a singu-
lar view of the debate due to the discontinued expression of the forbidden speech.
96. It should be noted that two important exceptions to the Thirteenth Amendment
have been crafted by the Supreme Court. See Koppelman, supra note 84, at 518-23. Nei-
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of something more than a compelling interest.9' The analysis is
slightly different than that of the Fourteenth Amendment. When a
law impinges on a fundamental right, it will be upheld only by the
government showing that the law is narrowly tailored to advance a
compelling state interest.9" The Thirteenth Amendment is worded
more strongly than the Fourteenth because it calls for an absolute
ban on involuntary servitude, while the Fourteenth allows several
exceptions to the right of equal protection." Consequently, the
government has a higher burden than showing a compelling state
interest." Laws that encroach on the right to be from involuntary
servitude should be upheld only in the most rare and extreme
circumstances.
In order for an interpretation of the Thirteenth Amendment
banning speech codes to be accepted, it should survive three sepa-
rate tests set forth by Judge Alex Kozinski and Eugene
Volokh.' l These tests are as follows: 1) is the new doctrine su-
perior to existing doctrines? 2) is the doctrine concrete enough so
that permitted activity can be separated from that which is pro-
scribed (therefore being judicially manageable)? and, 3) is the doc-
trine so broad that it forbids activities which should be protect-
ed?10
2
Traditional interpretations of the Thirteenth Amendment support
the argument that speech codes are violations of the Amend-
ther exception applies to speech codes. The first exception is for duties of citizenship.
See, e.g., Selective Draft Cages, 245 U.S. 366 (1918) (holding that the Thirteenth Amend-
ment does not prohibit military conscription); Hurtado v. United States, 410 U.S. 578, 589
(1973) (pretrial detention of material witnesses not barred by the Thirteenth Amendment).
The second exception is for criminal omissions. See Koppelman, supra note 84, at 522
(citing as examples laws which compel motorists to stop after involvement in an accident,
lifeguards to attempt to save drowning swimmers, etc.).
97. Koppelman, supra note 84, at 515-16.
98. Id.
99. Id.
100. Id. at 515-16 (stating that due process and equal protection survive even when they
are impinged upon because of the compelling state interest. No matter how compelling the
state's interest, involuntary servitude remains involuntary servitude; since an absolute bar
is placed on involuntary servitude, even a compelling interest should not allow its prac-
tice).
101. See Kozinski & Volokh, supra note 41, at 1648-56 (posing three doctrinal ques-
tions in assessing whether a "badge of slavery" interpretation of the Thirteenth Amend-
ment justifies bans on racist speech).
102. Id. at 1641. The tests set forth by Kozinski and Volokh ask very probing baseline
questions of any new legal theory. While some may add or exclude various points of the
test, I feel that it serves quite adequately to test the most basic reasons for adopting a
legal theory.
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ment."3 Such codes work to compel thought for the benefit of an
offended group, a classic violation of the prohibition against invol-
untary servitude. One misgiving about adopting this interpretation
of involuntary servitude is the absence of physical captivity. How-
ever, physical coercion or duress is an element only in a criminal
prosecution for compelling involuntary servitude."° The Supreme
Court has interpreted involuntary servitude in the constitutional
sense as compelling the services of one for the benefit of anoth-
er."05 Under Bailey, physical coercion or duress is not a necessary
element of Thirteenth Amendment involuntary servitude. Since
there is no departure from traditional interpretations of the Thir-
teenth Amendment, the first element of the acceptance test is satis-
fied.
Finding speech codes to be violations of the Thirteenth Amend-
ment is also concrete enough to be judicially manageable. Since
the analysis is no different than other constitutional challenges to
involuntary servitude, courts should have no difficulty in applying
this interpretation of the Thirteenth Amendment. Further, finding
that speech codes create a condition of involuntary servitude is a
logical application of the Thirteenth Amendment. The elements of
the Supreme Court test for involuntary servitude are met--one
group is forced to use its body (in this case the mind) for the
benefit of another."6 Since there is no departure from the previ-
ous construct of involuntary servitude and the elements of involun-
tary servitude are satisfied, there are no difficulties in judicial
application of this interpretation.
Finally, no unintended consequences arise from declaring that
speech codes violate the Thirteenth Amendment. Legislative power
is not unconstitutionally circumscribed as government may compel
activity only within the narrow exceptions to the Thirteenth
Amendment or upon showing of something more than a compelling
state interest. 10 7 Legislatures are still free to act as they have in
the past. A rising tide of involuntary servitude claims against the
government is unlikely under this interpretation of the Thirteenth
103. See supra note 86 and accompanying text.
104. United States v. Kozminski, 487 U.S. 931, 952 (1988) (stating that physical coer-
cion, or its threat, is a necessary element of involuntary servitude in a criminal prosecu-
tion).
105. Infra note 106; see supra note 86.
106. See Bailey v. Alabama, 219 U.S. 219, 241 (1911) (defining involuntary servitude
as the coerced service of one for the benefit of another).
107. Supra notes 96-100 and accompanying text.
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Amendment. When government seeks to influence behavior and
thought on a particular issue through legislation, open debate on
the matter is still possible. Thus, the government is not limiting an
open exchange of ideas and cannot control thinking on the issue,
as it can through speech codes. By definition, the Thirteenth
Amendment would be inapplicable to such legislation.
Further, this interpretation of the Thirteenth Amendment does
not harm women and minorities by limiting the government's abili-
ty to pass civil rights legislation. Such legislation is restrictive in
nature; it does not compel conduct. Civil rights legislation, like
other permissible legislation, allows individuals to act as they wish
except that they may not engage in discriminatory activity. No
particular type of conduct is compelled, rather the range of allow-
able conduct is limited. The Thirteenth Amendment does not grant
unlimited freedom, it only ensures that no one is compelled to
engage in an activity for another's benefit."8 By its very terms,
the Thirteenth Amendment, and the proposed interpretation of it,
would not apply to civil rights legislation.
Finally, private citizens who seek to influence debate on an is-
sue would not be affected by an interpretation of the Thirteenth
Amendment that outlaws speech codes. While the Thirteenth
Amendment is enforceable against private parties, government is
uniquely capable of violating the Amendment through speech
codes. Citizens are certainly able to band together and exert great
pressure on the opposition to accept their view of an issue, but
they do not have the force of law to remove the opposition's view
from debate. Both sides of the debate would remain to some extent
in the public forum, as opposed to the situation where the govern-
ment proscribes certain types of speech. Since both sides of the
debate survive, no impermissible control of thoughts occurs and the
Thirteenth Amendment is not violated. As a result, no chill is
placed on free speech since groups would still be free to join
together to influence public debate. Specifically, women and minor-
ities who wish to fight hate speech and discrimination through
public protests, boycotts, and the like face no bar from a Thir-
teenth Amendment challenge to speech code. Private parties seek-
ing to influence public debate cannot violate the Thirteenth Amend-
ment because no element of coercion is involved."°
108. Supra notes 87-88 and accompanying text.
109. Supra notes 88-90 and accompanying text.
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Finally, it should be noted that the liberty granted by the Thir-
teenth Amendment provides an excellent middle ground between
the values of republicanism"' and individual rights."' Recently,
readings of the Constitution that lean too heavily towards individu-
al rights have been criticized for their lack of respect for commu-
nity values." 2 Republicanism is important because we live not as
hermits, but in a society. However, individuals make up the soci-
ety; therefore we need to respect individual rights. A logical com-
promise is one that does not allow complete individual freedom
(respect for community) but does ensure that people are free from
compelled conduct (respect for the individual), the very freedom
given by the Thirteenth Amendment."'
IV. CONCLUSION
The debate over whether to limit certain types of offensive
speech has been extensive. The evils of hate speech are great and
very real. Yet, however evil hate speech is, the reflexive action to
ban it through speech codes should be avoided. Bans on speech are
overly broad reactions to a problem that is handled adequately
through the exchange of more speech. The character of speech
codes makes it almost impossible to stop short of stripping legiti-
mate speech of its protection. The harms suffered by all members
of society through an erosion of First and Thirteenth Amendment
rights should serve as a deterrent to banning speech in order to
avoid the harm that the speech may cause.
MICHAEL A. CULLERS
110. See Sherry, supra note 9, at 933-94 (defining republicanism as a view of the con-
stitution which emphasizes individual responsibility to the community over individual
rights).
111. See Koppelman, supra note 84, at 495.
112. See Sherry, supra note 9, at 933-34.
113. See supra notes 86-88 and accompanying text.
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